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Summary Table:Right Triangle Measurements 

Triangle Triangle Triangle Triangle 
I II III IV 

measure of 
angle A 

length of 
leg AC 
length of 
leg BC 
length of 
hypotenuse Al 

ratio 01· 
AC to AB 
:ratio of 
BC to AB 
:ratio OI 
AC to BC 

Figure J 

- -- ~- 1 ~- ---.,--- - -- ---------·------
Triangle Triangle Triangle Triangle 

I II III IV 
measure or 40° 40° 40° 40° angle A 

length of 7.8 5.J 6.4 J,9 leg AC 
length of 6.2 4.4 5.4 J.2 leg BC 
length of 10.J 6.9 8.2 5.1 hypotenuse AE 

:ra t10 Ol .76 .77 .78 .76 AC to AB 
:ratio or .60 .64 .66 .6J BC to AB 
:rat.io OI 1.26 1.20 1.19 1.22 AC to BC 

Figure 4 
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WHY CERTAIN GEOMETRIC RATIOS 
ARE CALLED "HARMONIC" 

Kenneth Cummins 
Kent State University 

Kent, Ohio 

In school geometry there are various instances of the ratio 
of interior division ratio to ex- "'" terior division ratio--or cross-

ratio. One of these arises in the 
study of the bisectors of the in-
terior and exterior angles at a 

vertex of a triangle. It can be 
shown that if ~ and ·c? are interior 
and exterior angle bisectors at C then 

£ 

AD= CA - -DB CB 
AE = CA 

and -EB CB whence AD 
DB 

-AE 
EB 

Figure 1 

or that AD:DB = -AE:EB which says that the interior division 

ratio of AB formed by D equals the negative of the exterior 

division ratio of AB formed by E, or that the ratio of the two 
ratios (internal and external) above equals -1. 

Another case arises when from an 

external point E two tangents are drawn 
to a circle as shown in the accompanying 

figure. Regarding points D and E as in- A 
terior and exterior points o~ division of 
segment A~, it can be shown by high school 

methods that 
AD 
DB 

-AE 
EB or that AD I DB 

AE _ -1 
EB -

Figure 2 

Although not traditionally 

found in high school geometry, one 

can prove by using the Theorems of 
Menelaus and Ceva that in this com-

plete quadrilateral points D and E 
separate the segment AB such that 
the interior ratio/exterior ratio 

~ ::--- ---~ 
A l) B 

-1. Figure 3 
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(Indeed, this as well as those above are_ good sources of exer-

cises in measurement in informal geometry and in making conjec-
tures.) 

There are many other examples of such a relation and in all 

the cases above we note the common property that the quotient or 

ratio of the interior division ratio by the exterior division 
ratio is always -1. Such division is called harmonic division 
and the points A, D, B, E are said to form a harmonic set. This 

can be mentioned in our classes and then we can raise the 

quest ion, "Why do we use the term 'harmonic' --is it related to 
music?" 

We now attempt to investigate tpe question and we recall 
from the physical theory of music 

that overtones or "harmonics" come 

from strings or air columns vibrat-

ing in parts. The fundamental tone 

comes from the body's vibrating as 

b-JL.. 
1...-.,l-,-.--.:1 r~if r 
J 7 TH CS' 

I 
a whole, the octave when it vibrates Figure 4 
in halves, the next harmonic when it vibrates in thirds, etc. 
This is shown in Figure 4. Now the Pythagoreans perceived the 
relation between lengths of vibrating segments and tones. The 

Greek word harmonikos meant "agreement in sound" and the early 

scholars called the sequence 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, ••• "harmonic" 
2 3 4 s 

according to what is seen on the musical staff above. The 
reciprocals of the terms above form an arithmetic sequence and 
this is how a harmonic sequence is defined. 

Let us now look again at the 
relation AD= AE 

p 
DB -EB A 13 

In successive steps (without reasons) we have 

AD = AE ~ DB = BE~ AB-AD = AE-AB ~ AB -1 = 1 - AB 
DB -EB AD AE AD AE AD AE 
and AB+AB=z~_!+ l= 2=> l+ l= l+ 1 

AD AE AD AE AB AD AE AB AB 
and _! - _! = _! - _! (,~) or _!, _!, _! 

AB AD AE AB AD AB AE 
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are in arithmetic sequence1 since the two differences are equal as 
shown in(,·,). Therefore, the three reciprocals AD, AB, and AE 

are in harmonic sequence and hence the statement by early 

geometers that a cross-ratio equal to -1 gives rise to a harmonic 

sequence and is consequently called "harmonic" has been con-

firmed. 

Yes, there is a relation between cross-ratio equal to -1 

and music ! --- and in elementary geometry a relation between the 

separation of a third side of a triangle by the interior and 

exterior angle bisectors of the opposite angle and music ! 

Taylor, E. H. 
Geometry. 

REFERENCE 

and Bartoo, G. C. An Introduction to College 
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1949, p. 67. 

CAN (SHOULD) HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS 
BE MATHEMATICIANS! 

Ray Heitger 
Ottawa Hills High School 

Toledo, Ohio 

If your high school program in mathematics is to be the type 

of program which will provide the students with the benefits they 

should get from it, you and your colleagues must keep up with the 

mathematics being used today and with possible applications of 

that mathematics. Some ideas about how you ca~ accomplish this, 

and which have worked well for me, are the following. 

Read 

* Books about mathematics 

* Books about something else (e.g., physics) 
Lunch time seminars 

Math days at universities 

Talk to other teachers. 

* E.g.: science, social studies, business 
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be constructed with straight edge and compass as should the right 
angle C (see Figures 1 and 2). 

Once the triangles are completed, students are asked to 
measure the length of legs AC and BC and hypotenuse AB and legs 
A'C', B•c•, and hypotenuse A"B'. Provide students with two tally 
sheets, one for each set of right triangles on which they can 

record their results and calculate the indicated ratios (see 
Figure 3). A sample of a completed table is shown in Figure 4. 

Questioning may be used to direct students' attention to 
the relationships which the completed tables demonstrate, 

focusing in on the calculated ratios across all right triangles 

with the same acute angle. A discussion may follow regarding the 
relationship among the four right triangles of each set and the 

pat terns which appear to emerge in the tables. Comparing the 

results of each set of right triangles, within each set, the 

tables clearly show the three calculated ratios to be very nearly 

equal for those triangles with the same acute angle irrespective 

of the lengths of the sides. Students may further be encouraged 
to verbalize the reason for such a relationship, relating back to 

similar triangles and the equality of corresponding ratios. A 

formal proof may be presented at this point. Following such a 

sequence of activities, students would readily agree that it 

seems reasonable to apply specific names to such ratios and thus 
the terms sine, cosine, and tangent may be introduced and formal 

definitions of these functions can be made. 
This approach is totally appropriate for a tenth grade 

geometry class which is seeing formal definitions of trigonomet-
ric functions for the first time and can have more meaning than 

the simple statement of such ratios. Having the advantage of 

using a calculator should convince students that the ratios will 
come out the same regardless of the lengths of the sides of the 

triangles or the measures of the angles (let them choose their 

own lengths and angle measure). Furthermore, the activity allows 

integration of constructions and application of the problem 
solving heuristic of looking for a pattern. 
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